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Every Day

Brush hair 2-3x a day with a Boar
Bristle Brush.  Be sure to work brush
inbetween the bonds and remove
any matting as soon as possible.

Sleeping

Never go to sleep with wet or loose
hair.  Before bed, brush hair to
detangle and gently tie into a loose
ponytail or braid with a scrunchii.

 Sleeping in a silk bonnet and/or with
a silk pillowcase will help extend the
lifespan of your extensions.

Washing
Wash hair with a sulfate-free
shampoo and conditioner, no more
than 3x a week.

After wetting hair, gently apply
shampoo to the root area and lightly
massage between all wefts and
bonds to remove any residue and/or
oil build up.  Do not scrub vigorously.  
Rinse thoroughly.

Condition the ends of hair and use a
hydrating masque 1x a week.

After Application

For tape or keratin bonds wait 48
hours to wash or chemically process
your hair after installation.

No wait period for Hand Tied or
beaded I-Tip Methods.

Activities

It is not recommended to get your
extensions in ocean or pool water.  
 If you must, please wet hair and
apply conditioner to seal your hair
and secure it in a ponytail or braid.

Make sure to wash hair very well
immediately afterwards to remove
any chemicals/sweat/residue.

Styling

Always dry hair thoroughly after
shampooing.  Use heat protecting
products on your hair such as
Redken Quick Blowout spray.

For Tape and Keratin Bonds avoid
using oil and alcohol based products
near the bonds.  Do not overexpose
bonds to heat while thermal styling.

Finish ends of hair with oil to keep
them hydrated and use dry shampoo
to extend shampoos.

 

Do not hesitate to contact us with any questions.  If matting or discoloration has happened to
your extensions please book an appointment for us to assist you!  

Call/Text 630-478-5371


